Directions
From Bremen Airport to Wilhelmshaven Main Station
If you arrive on the 21st or 22nd:
In front of the main terminal building at Bremen Airport, take tram line 6 (direction “Universität”)
and leave the tram at “Bremen Hauptbahnhof” (Bremen Main Station). Take the regional express RS3
(“Bad Zwischenahn”), RE1 (“Norddeich Mole”), IC2432 (“Norddeich Mole”), RE56 (“Norddeich
Mole”), RE19 (“Oldenburg”), IC2430 (“Emden Hbf”), IC2038 (“Emden Hbf”) or IC2036 (“Norddeich
Mole”). Leave the train at “Oldenburg Hauptbahnhof” (main station). In the station, follow the signs
“Schienenersatzverkehr (SEV)” to the bus terminal. Take bus to “Wilhelmshaven”. This will bring you
to Wilhelmshaven main station.
If you arrive on the 23rd or later:
In front of the main terminal building at Bremen Airport, take tram line 6 (direction “Universität”)
and leave the tram at “Bremen Hauptbahnhof” (Bremen Main Station). Take the regional express
RE19 (“Wilhelmshaven”), which brings you directly to Wilhelmshaven Main Station. Alternatively,
you can take either RS3 (“Bad Zwischenahn”), RE1 (“Norddeich Mole”), IC2432 (“Norddeich Mole”),
RE56 (“Norddeich Mole”), IC2430 (“Emden Hbf”), IC2038 (“Emden Hbf”) or IC2036 (“Norddeich
Mole”). In that case, leave the train at “Oldenburg Hauptbahnhof” (main station). From here, take
RE18 (“Wilhelmshaven”) to Wilhelmshaven main station.
For more information on train times please see https://www.bahn.com/en/view/index.shtml
Alternatively, there are taxies available at Bremen Airport. You can book a fixed price fair for up to
eight people, which is approximately 165 EUR to Wilhelmshaven (https://www.taxi-rufbremen.de/en/service/services/airport-shuttle/)
Furthermore, you can take an intercity bus (Flixbus) from “Bremen Hauptbahnhof” to
Wilhelmshaven. Please check: https://www.flixbus.com/

From Hamburg Airport to Wilhelmshaven Main Station
If you arrive on the 21st or 22nd:
In front of the main terminal building, take tram line S1 to “Hamburg Hauptbahnhof” (main station).
Take either the RE4 (“Bremen”), IC2313 (“Offenburg”), IC2025 (“Frankfurt”), IC2217 (“Stuttgart”),
IC2027 (“Passau”), IC2311 (“Stuttgart”), IC2229 (“Nürnberg”), IC2213 (“Stuttgart”), IC2029
(“Nürnberg”), IC2315 (“Frankfurt”), IC2321 (“Frankfurt“), IC2307 (“Koblenz”) or IC209 (“Basel”).
Leave the train at “Bremen Hauptbahnhof” (Bremen main station). Take the regional express RS3
(“Bad Zwischenahn”), RE1 (“Norddeich Mole”), IC2432 (“Norddeich Mole”), RE56 (“Norddeich
Mole”), RE19 (“Oldenburg”), IC2430 (“Emden Hbf”), IC2038 (“Emden Hbf”) or IC2036 (“Norddeich
Mole”). Leave the train at “Oldenburg Hauptbahnhof” (main station). In the station, follow the signs
“Schienenersatzverkehr (SEV)” to the bus terminal. Take bus to “Wilhelmshaven”. This will bring you
to Wilhelmshaven main station.
If you arrive on the 23rd or later:
In front of the main terminal building, take tram line S1 to “Hamburg Hauptbahnhof” (main station).
Take either the RE4 (“Bremen”), IC2313 (“Offenburg”), IC2025 (“Frankfurt”), IC2217 (“Stuttgart”),
IC2027 (“Passau”), IC2311 (“Stuttgart”), IC2229 (“Nürnberg”), IC2213 (“Stuttgart”), IC2029
(“Nürnberg”), IC2315 (“Frankfurt”), IC2321 (“Frankfurt“), IC2307 (“Koblenz”) or IC209 (“Basel”).
Leave the train at “Bremen Hauptbahnhof” (Bremen main station). Take the regional express RE19
(“Wilhelmshaven”), which brings you directly to Wilhelmshaven Main Station. Alternatively, you can
take either RS3 (“Bad Zwischenahn”), RE1 (“Norddeich Mole”), IC2432 (“Norddeich Mole”), RE56
(“Norddeich Mole”), IC2430 (“Emden Hbf”), IC2038 (“Emden Hbf”) or IC2036 (“Norddeich Mole”). In
that case, leave the train at “Oldenburg Hauptbahnhof” (main station). From here, take RE18
(“Wilhelmshaven”) to Wilhelmshaven main station.
For more information on train times please see https://www.bahn.com/en/view/index.shtml
Furthermore, you can take an intercity bus (Flixbus) from “Hamburg Hauptbahnhof” to
Wilhelmshaven. Please check: https://www.flixbus.com/

From Wilhelmshaven Main Station to Hotels
Hotel am Stadtpark
Leave the platform and follow the signs towards “ZOB”. Take bus line 4 (“Johann Sebastian Bach
Straße”) or 6 (“Voslapp-Süd” or “Jade Weser Port”) and exit at bus stop “Klinikum Wilhelmshaven/
Jade Hochschule”. The hotel is located across the road. Alternatively, there is a taxi queue outside
the train station.
Atlantic Hotel
Leave the platform, turn right and exit the building. Cross the road and continue across “Valoisplatz”
(See picture below). Walk takes approximately 10 minutes. Alternatively, there is a taxi queue
outside the train station.

Hotel Home
Leave the platform, turn left and exit the building. Turn left and follow the street (See picture below).
Walk takes approximately 9 minutes. Alternatively, there is a taxi queue outside the train station.

From Wilhelmshaven Main Station to Jade University of Applied Sciences
Take bus line 4 (“Johann Sebastian Bach Straße”) or 6 (“Voslapp-Süd” or “Jade Weser Port”) and exit
at bus stop “Klinikum Wilhelmshaven/ Jade Hochschule”. The university is located on the right hand
sight. Alternatively, there is a taxi queue outside the train station.
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Hotel am Stadtpark

Bus stop

Useful numbers
Police:

110

Ambulance service / fire brigade:

112

Taxi services Wilhelmshaven:

+49-4421-21100 (Taxi Dirks)
+49-4421-44450 (Taxi Zaage)
+49-4421-91000 (Funk-Taxi)

Taxi services Varel:

+49-800-5066650 (Taxi Arians)

Contact Number Conference Committee:

+49-177-6942636

